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1 Introduction 

Regional energy transitions are complex and constituted of multiple processes of change. Alternative 

socio-technological options are developed as old ones become obsolete, new actors get involved as 

old ones step back, and institutional arrangements get re-defined or new ones emerge. These are 

essentially social processes which take place at different geographical scales and over time. Theoretical 

engagement has been mainly concerned with the national level (Binz and Truffer, 2011; Binz et al., 

2014); nonetheless, the regional level plays a crucial role for transitions (Späth and Rohracher, 2010; 

Cooke, 2011; Mattes et al., 2015; Gibbs, 2018). Furthermore, the aspect of time has received some 

attention through phase models of transition, but the role of the ongoing and necessary social 

dynamics at the level of concrete (inter)action remains under-considered (Rotmans et al., 2001; 

Koehrsen et al., 2019). Drawing upon existing phase models, applying them to the regional level and 

paying particular attention to the occurring social and institutional dynamics, we develop a heuristic 

model encompassing four phases, initiation, expansion, consolidation, and a fragile new order phase. 

We assert that this fourth phase, the fragile new order, deserves particular attention as transitions are 

not easily completed or ‘finished’. On the contrary, their longer-term institutionalisation depends on 

the previous stages as well as on the enactment of the fragile new order. The importance of this 

transition phase is also acknowledged by recent contributions to the transition debate that focus on 

later periods of transition processes. They outline that old, suboptimal technologies need to be phased 

out as formerly novel solutions are increasingly established as mainstream technologies, and that 

interrelations and practice communities are institutionalised (Faller, 2016; Rogge and Johnstone, 2017; 

Markard, 2018b). We argue that it is this stabilisation on the regional level, involving technologies, 

agents and institutions, which crucially influences the further progress of the energy transition (cf. also 

(Fuenfschilling and Truffer, 2014). This is even more so as transitions unfold in waves of activities, and 

the fragile new order conditions if and how a next transition wave starts. In this perspective, the fragile 

new order forms the crucial link between the present and the next transition wave. 

Our research question is therefore twofold: 

How do the dynamics between agents, technologies and institutions shape phases of regional 

energy transition processes? And what role does the fragile new order play for their 

continuation?  

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In section 2, we devote some attention to existing 

studies of regional energy transitions by drawing on three core dimensions, the socio-technical 

dimension, the spatial dimension and the temporal dimension. We then introduce a comprehensive 

framework of regional energy transition phases and their social dynamics (section 3). The framework 
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addresses technologies, agents and institutions, and introduces a new phase which we refer to as 

fragile new order. We describe the key characteristics of this fragility and its relation to the further 

transition. After a short methodological section (section 4), an empirical case study illustrates the 

phases and their associated dynamics. We present evidence from recently completed fieldwork about 

a regional transition focusing on the dynamics surrounding the wind energy sector in Oldenburg, a 

medium-sized city in Lower Saxony, Germany. This demonstrates the important role of the agents’ 

response to the fragility of the transition in the later stages (section 5). We finish with a brief conclusion 

(section 6). 

2 Core dimensions of regional energy transitions 

Regional energy transitions may be interpreted as sustainability transitions, defined by Markard et al. 

(2012) as “long-term, multi-dimensional, and fundamental transformation processes through which 

established socio-technical systems shift to more sustainable modes of production and consumption” 

(p. 956).  Notably the focus of sustainability transition researchers tends not to be on the nature or 

definition of ‘sustainability’ but rather on the societal change involved. Such a societal change involves 

a “substantial shift” and affects “various realms of society” (Schneidewind and Augenstein, 2012, p. 

18). In order to analyse these big and encompassing change processes, we propose to break down 

regional energy transitions into three core dimensions, (2.1) the socio-technical dimension (concerning 

the coevolution of agents, institutions and technology), (2.2) the spatial dimension (concerning space 

and scale), and (2.3) the temporal dimension (concerning the evolution over time). We proceed to 

argue the relevance of each in more detail below by giving a short overview of the relevant debates 

upon which this paper draws. 

2.1 The socio-technical dimension: The co-evolution of agents, institutions and 

technology in regional energy transitions 

As complex and encompassing processes of societal transformation, energy transitions are obvious 

examples of institutional change. Whilst institutional change may occur abruptly, it more likely involves 

a gradual process of transformation in which institutional rules are re-assessed, re-interpreted or re-

fined (Mahoney and Thelen, 2009).  

Whilst transition studies have made laudable contributions to the illustration of institutional change 

processes, they tend to remain vague on the role of agents in these processes: “While transition studies 

have traditionally emphasized the co-evolution of technology and institutions in socio-technical 

systems, the interplay between institutions and actors has gotten less explicit attention” 

(Fuenfschilling and Truffer, 2016, p. 301). In the last couple of years, researchers from very different 
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backgrounds have stressed the importance of analysing not only institutions and technologies, but the 

interplay between institutions, actors and their interrelations in the form of networks (Geels et al., 

2016). This shifts the focus from actors as passive recipients moving within the constraints predefined 

by the institutional context to active and decisive co-creators of new institutional settings. As 

‘embedded agents’ (Garud et al., 2007), actors decide about starting points and possible directions for 

institutional change, they accompany the process and consciously (or unconsciously) re-direct the 

taken paths at critical points of time.  

Taken together, these contributions imply that energy transitions should be analysed as an interplay 

between technologies, institutions and actors – elements that have also been framed as central 

constituting elements of socio-technical systems (Schmid et al., 2016). Technologies are created by 

actors, may be institutionalised in technological standards and rules, and are later drawn upon by 

actors, i.e. they provide opportunity frames for actors, similar to what Grillitsch and Sotarauta (2018, 

p. 9) outline as “opportunity spaces”. Institutions constitute the rules of the game, the general 

framework and the reliable structures of the system and likewise impact these opportunity spaces 

(Fuenfschilling and Truffer, 2014). Individual and organisational agents enact the structures, stretch 

their limits, fill them with life and decide about the (dis)continuation of technological paths. They are 

thereby linked to each other and may form coalitions or networks.  

We can conclude that a thorough understanding of energy transitions needs to focus on the socio-

technical system, i.e. on the interplay between the involved actors, institutions and technologies. 

While actors are embedded in institutional frameworks, they likewise shape these institutions as 

institutional entrepreneurs (Garud et al., 2007) or simply by following, questioning or bypassing the 

prevailing rules. Institutions, on the other hand, are hollow without actors bringing them to life. This 

means that the interplay between agents and institutions is at the core of any transition process, 

always in interdependence with technological development, determined by constraints and 

possibilities resulting from spatially and temporally differentiated capacities. Both will be outlined in 

the following sections. 

2.2 The spatial dimension: The relevance of small-scale regions in energy transitions 

The debate on sustainability transitions in general and on energy transitions in particular originally had 

no spatial focus. Recently, however, it is widely agreed that transition processes are embedded in 

locally specific institutions, infrastructures and natural environments, and are therefore fundamentally 

place-dependent (Coenen et al., 2012). 

In a review of key contributions to this debate, Hansen and Coenen (2015) offer more detail on why 

energy transitions are so place dependent. They summarise five key facets of place specificity 
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commonly highlighted in the academic debate: First, urban and regional visions and policies are central 

for energy transitions and co-determine the evolution of transition processes. Actor coalitions are 

commonly rooted locally, and the physical infrastructure that goes along with transitions tends to be 

decentralised (Späth and Rohracher, 2010; Hodson and Marvin, 2012; Essletzbichler, 2012). Second, 

informal localised institutions are strongly rooted in particular localities. They form backbones, 

particularly for niche evolution, that cannot easily be transferred to other localities (Coenen et al., 

2010; Smith, 2007; Raven et al., 2012). Third, the local natural resource endowment is decisive for the 

available transition pathways. It stimulates investment and influences which renewable energy 

technologies can be installed in particular locations (Bridge et al., 2013). Fourth, the local technological 

and industrial specialisation provides conditions for the development of innovations and for political 

agendas. This relates to geographical clusters, particularly to specialised knowledge spill overs 

(McCauley and Stephens, 2012; Grillitsch and Hansen, 2018). Finally, consumers and local market 

formation are highly localised as engaged end-users and geographical proximity contribute to 

consumer decisions. Regulatory arrangements, but also engaged end-users particularly depend upon 

geographical proximity in young markets (Binz et al., 2012; Dewald and Truffer, 2012). Taken together, 

these five aspects of locality underline how multifaceted and significant place dependency of energy 

transitions is (Hansen and Coenen, 2015). 

If acknowledging this place dependency, much of the literature on sustainability transitions hitherto 

has implicitly taken the nation state as level of analysis (Binz et al., 2014). More recent contributions, 

however, highlight the particular importance of the regional level for energy transitions (Gibbs, 2018; 

McCauley and Stephens, 2012), and a discussion on the regional and local dimensions of energy 

transitions has emerged (Mattes et al., 2015; Coenen and Truffer, 2012; Truffer et al., 2015). Dijkstra 

and Poelman (2016) recommend that the territorial units used reflect the geographical distribution of 

the phenomena under investigation: renewable energy sources tend to be more decentralised than 

the previous energy system, and therefore a more place-sensitive research perspective is required 

(Klagge and Brocke, 2012; Sperling et al., 2011). Gibbs (2018) suggests a relational perspective to 

understand how the involved actors go beyond the local level to operate at multiple scales: in countries 

like Germany with strong federal governments, regions tend to play a particularly strong role in 

coordinating strategic planning and innovation policy (e.g. cluster initiatives). Regional actors and 

institutions have a critical role in translating abstract national and supranational visions of 

sustainability into concrete reality and are essential for “advancing socio-technical change on the 

ground” (Gibbs, 2018; McCauley and Stephens, 2012, p. 214). This implies that the importance of 

regions for energy transitions is generally accepted, yet scholars tend to remain vague on what the 

‘region’ really is and on what constitutes its particular relevance (Gibbs, 2018). On this matter Paasi et 
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al. (2018) suggest that “regions are not out there to be found; instead there are different ways of 

seeing ‘the region’ and their making” (p. 5). 

This paper focuses on the level of small-scale regions.1 At the same time, although they are not at the 

core of the present paper, we are aware of the multi-scalar relations of local agents and the 

embeddedness of their activities in wider (innovation) systems (Binz and Truffer, 2017; Fuenfschilling 

and Binz, 2018).  

We can conclude that energy transitions are place-dependent and that regions provide a valid starting 

point for analysing energy transitions. The following section illustrates the importance of the temporal 

dimension. 

2.3 The temporal dimension: The role of time for regional energy transitions 

Socio-technical transitions are explained as path-dependent phenomena that undergo ‘innovation 

journeys’ (Geels et al., 2008) over an extended period. Several authors have drawn explicit connections 

between transitions and phases or waves that occur in these processes (e.g. Rotmans et al., 2001; 

Koehrsen et al., 2019; Sovacool, 2016; Jedelhauser and Streit, 2018). Rotmans et al. (2001) distinguish 

four phases as part of an overall process of transition. Initial pre-conditions are followed by a take-off 

phase, where change gets underway. Then, in the breakthrough phase, “visible structural changes take 

place through an accumulation of socio-cultural, economic, ecological and institutional changes that 

react to each other” (Rotmans et al., 2001, p. 17). During the acceleration phase, these changes diffuse 

and start to be embedded into the general context. Finally, in the phase of stabilisation, a dynamic 

equilibrium is reached. Whilst Rotmans et al. (2001) acknowledge that “[d]ifferent social processes 

come into play during the various phases” (p. 17), they do not offer much detail on what exactly these 

social processes are and how they shape the overall transition.  

Similarly, but spatially specific, Jedelhauser and Streit (2018) analyse different phases of energy 

transition in the Allgäu region in Bavaria.  They combine the outlined phase model (Rotmans et al., 

2001) with institutional work (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006) to describe how a region in Southern 

Germany proceeds from a pioneering phase to a networking and professionalization phase, an 

acceleration phase, a consolidation phase and finally, a period of stagnation. Relating to institutional 

work (Lawrence and Suddaby, 2006), they describe each phase of regional energy transition primarily 

as a process of the ‘creation, maintenance and destruction of institutions’. With this approach, the 

authors are able to highlight the dynamics that occur between agents and institutions. The interplay 

                                                           
1 Small-scale regions means taking NUTS3 level regions as a starting point. Regions are hence bigger than small 
cities, but notably smaller than federal states. The actual delimitation is more dependent on social habits than 
on the administrative boundaries. 
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between individual agents as well as the embeddedness of the regional transition in the wider 

transitional context is not in the focus of their study. 

Also Koehrsen et al. (2019) explicitly derive their three phases of regional energy transitions from an 

evolutionary perspective. Building upon Tushman and Rosenkopf (1992), they refer to an initiation 

phase, an expansion phase and a consolidation phase. In two regional case studies, they show how 

individual actors drive transition processes in the initiation and to some extent also in the expansion 

phases, while particularly consolidation is shaped by more reliable structures and institutions. 

In the following, we build upon these three approaches. We draw upon the phase dynamics brought 

forward by all of them. Following the suggestion of  Jedelhauser and Streit (2018) and Koehrsen et al. 

(2019), we add an explicit focus on social interactions between actors and institutions. Moreover, we 

introduce an additional phase where a fragile new order emerges which constitutes the pre-conditions 

for the next transition sequence. 

Having explained how the socio-technical, the spatial and the temporal dimensions matter in regional 

energy transitions, we will now present a phase model that acknowledges all three dimensions, i.e. 

which considers the socio-technical dynamics, the spatial dynamics and the temporal dynamics. The 

model aims not only to describe the inter-related processes that lead up to a fragile stabilisation. It 

also puts a spotlight on the particular characteristics of this latter state that entails both stability and 

fragility. This allows us to formulate a proposition on what is required for the continuation of the 

regional energy transition. 

3 A phase model of regional energy transitions 

We have shown that the regional level provides a relevant setting for energy transitions, and that these 

transitions are dynamic processes that undergo phases. Relatively neglected remains what happens 

after these phases have passed and ‘when the novelty fades’. In the innovation process, new 

technologies are continuously integrated into existing systems, are gradually routinised and become 

taken for granted (Martin, 2010; Geels, 2002, 2004). The nimbus of novelty hence fades as time passes, 

and innovations are perceived as being established. The same is true for transitions: As the change 

process has been completed, an apparently stable situation occurs. This implies that cautious stability 

is an inherent part of any innovation or change process (Fuenfschilling and Truffer, 2014); however, 

we know surprisingly little about it. Only some very recent contributions underline the importance of 

focussing on this phase of apparent stabilisation and its potential consequences and outline the role 

of maturation, routinisation and the possibility of institutional misalignment in late transition phases 

(Markard, 2018a). 
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Adopting this focus is justified for two key reasons. First, many of the technologies that constitute 

energy transitions are currently in a phase of apparent maturation, which implies that we are 

increasingly unable to describe empirical phenomena with the existing theoretical focus on the 

emergence of the new (cf. also (Markard, 2018b). Second, the outlined routinisation is neither self-

evident nor straightforward: the emerging fragile new order, as we call it, plays a crucial role for the 

continuation of transition dynamics. And as the emerging order is still fragile, it does not necessarily 

prepare the ground for the next transition wave. Instead, it may just as well lead to stagnation or even 

induce steps backwards. 

Building upon and combining elements of the different approaches outlined above, we distinguish 

between four transition phases, initiation, expansion, consolidation and fragile new order inherent in 

regional energy transition processes. Based on a socio-technical perspective, we focus on agents and 

institutions that constitute the four phases as units of our analysis. Regarding agents, we outline which 

individual and collective actors are involved, their interrelations, how actors coevolve with the 

emerging technologies and at what spatial scale they are active. Related to institutions, we address 

informal and formal institutionalisation. 

First, transition processes undergo an initiation phase. It is where path creation takes place and besides 

the prevailing traditional socio-technical constellations, new possibilities are being considered and 

experimented with. This phase is characterised by the driving role of actors that initiate and carry out 

small-scale activities (Garud and Karnøe, 2003; Simmie, 2012). The novel solutions are not the 

dominant technology, but usually complement the prevailing regime. Actors proceed rather 

unconnected from each other as they have not yet had the chance to form stable interrelations. If they 

connect, personal contacts are crucial. Evidently, formal institutions have not been established, and 

common practices and routines only slowly emerge. In this sense, initiation is a matter of individual, 

small and cautious steps towards change that remains highly localised. 

Second, in the expansion phase, socio-technical alternatives spread, the public awareness of the new 

technology increases, and the institutional order starts to adapt accordingly. There is a rising number 

of actors, activities and collaborations that experiment with different aspects of the new socio-

technical possibilities. This also goes along with a more dominant, visible and accepted position of new 

socio-technical solutions in the region. Competition between the new and the existing technologies 

increases, and existing activities may start to upscale and the spatial scale can slowly expand. Based 

on the increasing interaction, collaboration between actors intensifies and some interconnections are 

being stabilised in order to exploit potential synergies. This goes along with conflicts and frictions on 

possible directions of change, or, to frame it in accordance with Tushman and Rosenkopf (1992), with 

an increasing selection and sorting of possibilities. Increasingly, common institutions emerge. This 
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refers above all to shared routines and practices, while formal institutionalisation takes place only 

cautiously. 

Third, in the consolidation phase, the driving actors are commonly known and know each other, and 

the technological solutions now seem to be mature and actor constellations seem stable. The new 

socio-technical possibilities cease to belong to a mere niche and are – at least in a defined area or 

region – slowly integrated into the dominant regime. This may involve fierce power struggles between 

already established and new actors. As new actors gain power, they can also apply the new 

technologies at a wider scale, which is how the new technology begins to transcend the regional level. 

Actor relations tend to become more stable and coordinated, and the interaction between and within 

actor groups follows well-defined rules. This is also facilitated by the institutions that have emerged in 

the meantime: shared rules and perceptions are well known, and organisations that structure the 

emerging field add a formal institutional layer that reduces uncertainties (cf. also (Fuenfschilling and 

Truffer, 2014). The newly established routines and institutions are being stabilised and put onto more 

durable ground. Forward planning, the fixing of long-term objectives, and stronger coordination of the 

activities contributes to (at least short-term) stabilisation.  

This consolidated, but not yet settled system passes into the fragile new order. What were previously 

new solutions lose their novelty appeal. They are increasingly taken for granted and complacency can 

creep in amongst agents. A tipping point occurs at which it is decided whether the next sequence of 

initiation, expansion and consolidation begins. This induces that two basic development options 

emerge. First, the transition process is driven forward and continues. Actors are well established and 

prove their flexibility, the introduced technologies may be adapted and diffuse further. The system is 

perceived to be stable and its persistence is taken for granted. Second, the tipping point can just as 

well lead to stagnation because the recently established, still fragile order proves to be insufficiently 

stable to support new activities. This means that the progress of the transition may be protracted and 

to some degree even reversed. Actors may lose motivation because of complacency, which potentially 

re-empowers formerly dominant actors who may try to shift the order back to the pre-transition 

situation. If the introduced technologies do not prove to be adaptable and flexible, they may be turned 

down eventually. Similarly, well-running actor coalitions may become worthless if too many actors 

disengage. In this way, the fact that the system is perceived as established and taken for granted can 

just as well endanger the cautiously established order.  

Table 1 summarises the core characteristics of each of the four phases introduced above. It has to be 

stressed that the differentiation between the phases is of course ideal-typical and serves as a heuristic 

towards a better understanding of the social dynamics which determine regional transition processes. 
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Agents Institutions 

Initiation Driving actors and activities: 
- Distributed activities by individuals 

or small communities, often private 
with limited awareness of others 

- Common practices emerge, but little 
agreement on their form or on shared 
rules (not yet institutionalised) 

- Reliance on local personal contacts but 
no formalised structures  Socio-technical coevolution: 

- Actors regard socio-technical 
novelties as complementing the 
prevailing technological regime 

Space and scale: 
- Initiatives tend to be small scale and isolated 
- Mostly locally rooted agents with clear home-based mission (local leadership) 

Expansion Driving actors and activities: 
- Additional activities and agents 

emerge as technological solution 
diffuses  

- Conflicts and frictions between 
agents about direction of change  

- Established routines and stable practices 
are amended in support of new 
technologies and agents 

- Routinisation substitutes ad hoc 
decision-making and personal contacts  

- Increasing interaction and cooperation 
amongst agents from different initiatives 
in the region 

- Mainly informal interrelations, but also 
cautious emergence of formal structures  

Socio-technical coevolution: 
- Competition both between existing 

and emerging technologies and 
agents – as well as amongst 
emerging technologies and 
between agents 

Space and scale: 
- Upscaling of existing initiatives  
- Spatial reach may expand from local to regional level 

Consolidation Driving actors and activities: 
- Established actors who increasingly 

interact and collaborate locally and 
regionally 

- Pioneering agents either move on 
or embed themselves in emerging 
institutional structures 

- New socio-technical constellations 
stabilise as shared rules and perceptions 
are established amongst the participants  

- Homogenisation of aims and goals 
facilitates harmonious co-existence of 
variety of agents in the region 

- Informal coordination formalises into 
organisations which communicate on 
behalf of the sector 

Socio-technical coevolution: 
- Coordination and bundling of 

activities to exploit synergies  
- Recently established solutions 

perceived as having become 
‘regime’ 

Space and scale: 
- Diffusion of recently introduced technological solutions 
- Uptake widening beyond region 

Fragile new order Driving actors and activities: 
- Established actors and activities 
- Some agents withdraw and new 

ones may still emerge  
- Risk of complacency as agents take 

transition as a matter of course 

- Newly established shared rules and 
practices need to provide the necessary 
stability whilst continuing to allow 
superior, new solutions to be developed  
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Socio-technical coevolution: 
- Enthusiasm amongst users and 

consumers may drop as “novelty” 
fades  

- Adaptability and flexibility crucial: 
strategies include exploration of 
new markets nationally and 
internationally, collaboration, 
integration with other sectors  

- Previously novel technologies are 
perceived as mature both regionally and 
nation-wide 

- Institutions around organised interaction 
stabilise but are weakened if too many 
regional agents disengage 

- Pro-active policy support may decrease 
or even cease 

- Connections and inter-dependencies 
between communities and amongst 
sectors become essential  

Space and scale: 
- Pioneer region’s role as vanguard diminishing 
- Need to define role of region within (global) industry 

Table 1: Phases of energy transition and their core characteristics (own representation)  

 

As the outlined phases are interdependent with each other, the fragile new order is constituted and 

prepared through the initiation, expansion and consolidation phases. Once transition processes have 

entered a fragile new order, the newly established agents find themselves needing to adapt their 

strategies to persist. They may seek collaboration with other agents, explore new markets (e.g. abroad) 

or seek integration with other sectors (Frangenheim et al., 2018). These options are among the core 

strategies that ensure the continuation of the transition process and create the all-important stability 

to sustain further activity. These considerations lead us to the following proposition: The institutional 

arrangements and the way agents cope with them in the fragile new order condition whether a next 

wave of transitional activity can occur or not. This means that the development beyond the tipping 

point is pre-conditioned by the prior set-up of the socio-technical system as well as by the way actors 

and institutions enact the fragile new order. 

In this sense, the response of the involved agents and institutions to the tipping point that goes along 

with a fragile new order decides about the next sequence of the transition process, akin to what Lee 

and Malerba (2017) describe as the response of the ‘system elements’ to the opening of a ‘window of 

opportunity’. If we regard the overall transition as an ongoing process that unfolds in waves of activity, 

it comprises the invention and innovation of new technologies, ideas and practices as well as the 

institutionalisation of these in networks and practice communities (Faller, 2016). Transition waves 

hence are constituted of consecutive S-curves, a well-established conceptualisation in science and 

technology studies (Sovacool, 2016, p. 204, cf. table 1 in this paper): again and again, new socio-

technical possibilities emerge, are being institutionalised, and result in temporary stability – before 

they are questioned and may give way to new alternatives.  
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Figure 1: Transition as S-curve: sequences of transition waves (own depiction, inspired by Sovacool 

(2016)). 

 

To summarise, regional energy transition is a complex, evolutionary process that continuously unfolds 

in consecutive waves of activity. The described process is a combination of planned, strategic, 

coincidental as well as unplanned emergent elements (Rotmans and Loorbach, 2009). In the following, 

we will illustrate the outlined change and stabilisation processes empirically and assess the proposition 

that the institutional arrangements and the way agents cope with them condition whether a next wave 

of transitional activity can occur or not. Concluding, the intention is to show how the suggested 

framework can help to understand energy transition at the regional scale more precisely.  

4 Methodology 

Above we have presented the relevant academic debate in a partially systematic but largely narrative 

literature review structured by themes. This seems appropriate as we synthesise information from 

more than one theoretical discipline and perspective. In the following, we elaborate on our chosen 

methodology for an empirical illustration. We draw on evidence for our framework from a single case 

study, carried out in and around the city of Oldenburg in Lower Saxony in Germany in 2018.2 As our 

aim is to provide a thick description of the social dynamics involved in regional energy transitions, a 

                                                           
2 This paper forms part of the Emmy Noether group REENEA which is running from 2018 to 2022 at the University of 
Oldenburg. The project investigates the role of social processes in energy transitions on the regional level. We kindly thank 
the DFG for funding the project (grant no. 316848319). Details on the project can be found at 
www.uol.de/orginn/forschung/reenea. 
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single case study is the most appropriate type (Yin, 2009; Sovacool et al., 2018). Our case study focuses 

on transition in just one sector, wind energy, in order to profoundly understand the inherent dynamics 

of socio-technical change. 

In the course of the case study, we carried out 26 semi-structured expert interviews in the region of 

Oldenburg. We interviewed individuals either directly or indirectly involved with the wind energy 

development (politicians, firm representatives, scientists etc.). Interviews lasted between 50 and 120 

minutes. They were all conducted based on an interview guide which covered the role of the 

interviewees and their organisation, the interviewee’s relation to other actors in and beyond the 

region, the past and current energy transition (with a particular focus on wind energy) in the region 

and beyond, the role of the region for this transition process, and conditions for change. The interviews 

were recorded, transcribed and coded with the help of the qualitative analysis software MAXQDA. 

Analytical categories (‘codes’) were developed both based on the conceptual framework and ‘in vivo’, 

i.e. inductively from the text. Besides the interviews, we used participant observation to evaluate the 

micro dynamics of regional actor constellations. We took part in networking events and in round tables 

on the further wind energy development in the region. Completed by a detailed document study, the 

insights resulted in an encompassing and systematic case study.  

In the following, we will draw upon the example of Oldenburg to illustrate the socio-technical, spatial 

and temporal dynamics of a transition process and its tipping points, and to outline the specificities of 

the fragile new order. 

5 An empirical illustration: The Oldenburg case study 

Given our focus on wind energy activities, the region of Oldenburg provides an excellent case. Based 

on its exceptional wind conditions, the wider Oldenburg region is one of the pioneering wind regions 

in Northern Germany. Whilst there is only one small wind park of four wind turbines within the actual 

city of Oldenburg, its direct surroundings, the wider North West region and also Lower Saxony have 

very high rates of installed wind capacity (Agentur für Erneuerbare Energien, 2018). In the following, 

we will illustrate the regional transition process following the outlined phases of initiation, expansion, 

consolidation and fragile new order, for each addressing the socio-technical, the spatial and the 

temporal dimension as outlined above. 

5.1 Initiation phase (ca. 1990 – 2000) 

The first step towards the establishment of renewable energies was the first feed-in mechanism, the 

Stromeinspeisungsgesetz of 1990.  Before that, wind energy only played a marginal role in the region 
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and was restricted to agricultural purposes. The increasing political support in the 1990s initiated the 

emergence of an actual industry (OL14_owners,operators&utilities). 

This earliest period of wind energy activities in the Oldenburg region was characterised by distributed 

activities of singular, highly innovative agents that one could call ‘visionaries’. The following quote 

illustrates the exceptional position of such a ‘visionary’. 

“[In the mid 1980s] [the visionary] joined our seminar […] and said: “In ten to fifteen years we will 
have wind turbines everywhere around here.” And we just sat there and thought: “What a 
nutcase.”” (OL08_science&education) 

In the following years, these visionaries remained not only in the sector, but also in the region. They 

spun out their own firms from the university and started to contribute to the exceptional social micro-

climate for renewable energy that characterises the region.  

“Everyone who played a role back then has stayed around […] The university has been, … you can’t 
quite call it a catalyst, it is more like a germ cell. Actually you can say it was the birth place of all of 
those firms.” (OL08_science&education) 

As the quote shows, the University of Oldenburg played an important role in establishing a regional 

network. Even though most experts expected wind energy to remain at best a minor supplement to 

traditional sources of energy, the university started offering a course on renewable energies. Very early 

on, it hence occupied a niche: very few other academic institutions would engage with this area 

scientifically at the time.  

“You just couldn’t imagine that it was even technologically possible. […] Fortunately they [the 
university] had this perseverance to establish this subject on the long run and to build a reputation.” 
(OL02_ science&education) 

This specialisation was decisively driven by the fact that as a small university with relatively few 

resources, Oldenburg University was not able to immediately compete with larger, traditional 

university cities and institutions like a leading technical university. Instead, it needed to occupy 

promising niches. 

“[…] Oldenburg was one of the first locations engaging with research on renewable energy. This is 
driven by the fact that it is a small to mid-sized university. You will never have the resources to 
tackle the big core topics that really big universities occupy […] You are always forced to find 
subjects, where you don’t need 200 researchers and 30 professors just working on this one subject 
from day zero to just be on a par with the others.” (OL02_ science&education)    

The outlined dense connections between the early inventors, engineers and pioneers formed a reliable 

structure without any need of institutionalisation. The actors shared an ideological base politically left 

of centre and a strong affinity to the growing international environmental and peace movements. One 

interviewee, now the CEO of his own company, recalls how his PhD supervisor changed into a private 

company before he finished, and how they continued their collaboration through their current 
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companies (OL18_service). These informal networks persist and are responsible for the particular 

dynamics of the wind energy sector in the region.  

We can conclude that the initiation phase is a loose period of individual activities, whereby actors are 

linked via their relation to the university. Based on its locality (high wind speeds) and based on the 

need to occupy a niche, a regional scientific focus on wind energy and renewables emerges. Via 

technical innovations, spinouts and start-ups, this soon spills over into the local industry. 

5.2 Expansion phase (ca. 2000 – 2008) 

In the expansion phase, wind energy became better understood and the connected technology 

matured and diffused. Not only new individual actors entered the scene, but also organisations 

established the topic in the region. An important organisational actor is the university’s scientific 

research centre on wind energy founded in 2003. 

“I do think everything was right that we did but of course this alone is not enough. The historical 
circumstances which led to wind energy becoming popular at the time meant that financial 
questions [e.g. to initiate organisations] became quite easy.” (OL08_ science&education) 

Further important new organisations are a start-up centre and an energy network. Both have a 

particular focus on energy technology and act as boundary organisations (Koehrsen, 2017). They host 

the emerging companies and activities, back them up with administrative support and bundle them 

into a coherent political voice that is also able to speak to federal and national state level. This entailed 

a certain degree of institutionalisation, whereby particularly regional politics were interested in better 

integrating disparate agents in the field of renewable energy. Actors from science, but also politics and 

a regional energy provider could increasingly rely on structures for their connections (e.g. 

OL08_science&education, OL24_politics&administration). 

This socio-technological co-evolution further gained momentum through the EEG (renewable energy 

law). Wind energy related activities were significantly expanded and upscaled, and an industry could 

form (Ohlhorst, 2009). This period of nationally supported growth was an important development 

impulse for the wider region of Oldenburg. The region started gaining its reputation as a centre of 

expertise. Politicians, but also scientists from Oldenburg were involved in national initiatives to foster 

this new industry.  

This shows that the spatial reach of Oldenburg’s wind agents expanded as the wind technology 

improved. After establishing projects locally, they applied the developed knowledge to other locations, 

initiating their diffusion across the whole of Germany. 

„It started locally, […] with their own land, about 20 years ago and just developed bit by bit. And 
once they have accumulated the know-how they can just do it everywhere.” (OL05_service) 
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Based on technological progress, also less optimal locations could now be exploited in an economic 

manner. This expands the technological reach even further. 

“Fortunately the technology has developed such that we can now economically exploit land locked 
locations by using larger rotor diameters. This means we travel further both towards the East and 
the South of Germany to lower wind speed locations and carry out projects further away.” 
(OL23_owners,operators&utilities) 

We can conclude that the expansion phase is characterised by a high growth of individual and 

organisational actors. These are increasingly becoming connected and also stabilized in formal 

institutional settings, whereby boundary organisations play a decisive role. The spatial reach increases 

in line with technological progress as the region gradually establishes itself at the forefront of wind 

energy research. 

5.3 Consolidation phase (ca. 2008 – 2015) 

From the end of the 2000s onwards, wind energy technology was increasingly perceived as a mature 

technology and the industry was regarded as well established. The technology had widely diffused and 

was being applied even by incumbent energy providers that now had their own in-house expertise in 

renewable energy. 

“I think this makes a big difference in the area of energy systems. Ten years ago we would have 
said [about the big energy providers]: “You have no idea!” and we would have been right! This isn’t 
true anymore. […] But this is good for us [scientific institute] too, because now you can talk to these 
people. They understand you, which wasn’t the case then.” (OL08_science&education) 

Regarding the socio-technical co-evolution, wind energy technology became firmly established and 

accepted as part of the ‘regime’ (Geels et al., 2017) in the wider North-Western region of Germany. 

Most firms strengthened their interaction and were highly aware of their position in integrated 

systems of renewable energy provision. The energy network, which communicated on behalf of the 

energy sector in the region, was now well established. Many allocated firms and organisations 

associated with renewable energies were members and considered it an important platform to meet, 

to gather information about sector developments and to work on collaborative projects with the 

explicit aim to sustain the sector in the region in the future (i.a. OL15_service; OL16_service). Agents 

in the region of Oldenburg regarded this interaction as a self-evident necessity. 

„If you want to stay at the forefront of technology you are just forced to work together with other 
disciplines. […] No-one doubts that any more today.” (OL02_science&education) 

The diffusion and the broad acceptance of the need for a significant shift towards sustainability in 

energy generation meant that the sector gained a certain stability. Interviewees identify this process 

of institutionalisation as a key characteristic of this phase. 
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“I think an important difference is the stability. […] That you don’t need to worry […] whether the 
people that you qualify will find work in renewable energies in five years.” (OL06_service) 

This period is further characterised by the increasing spatial diffusion of wind energy technology 

across the whole of Germany and internationally. The region of Oldenburg achieved vanguard status 

as a lighthouse centre of excellence in wind energy research worldwide and as a model region of 

energy transition. 

“You can see it in the statistics: The relevance of the sector and the very high rate of renewable 
energies already connected here. We are certainly frontrunners not just in Germany but also in the 
whole of Europe.“ (OL19_trade_associations&unions)   

In conclusion, the consolidation phase is characterised by stabilisation, institutionalisation and the 

emergence of reliable interaction patterns among the involved agents. The spatial reach increases and 

the region of Oldenburg establishes itself as a wind energy innovator with an international reputation. 

5.4 Fragile new order (since ca. 2015) 

Most recently, the regional dynamics have started to change, comparable to what Markard (2018b) 

describes as second phase of energy transition. While a high dynamic is still observable, the outlined 

stability seems to be endangered as political support decreases. As the industry is forced to adapt to a 

changing environment, the key discourses change and some agents show signs of complacency. Some 

of the most established agents cease to engage much with the renewable energy network or disregard 

it altogether. 

„Nowadays, they just talk. Tell me one project, which they actually conducted. […] I don’t think 
much of it.” (OL14_owners,operators&utilities) 

Some agents even claim that the sheer size of the network may hinder its effectiveness, which shows 

that institutionalisation is not an asset per se.  

“This network has become too big and watered down to be really effective at all.” (OL18_service) 

Regarding the socio-technical co-evolution the regional industry can still draw upon favourable natural 

conditions and is hence in a position to think pro-actively about adaptive strategies in response to 

changing policy frameworks and the increasing global competition. New strands of thought enter the 

debates, e.g. the potential coupling of the energy sector with other sectors like mobility receives 

considerable attention in the region. Because of the availability of underground caverns there are also 

research efforts on ‘Power-to-Gas’, i.e. the conversion of wind energy into hydrogen and its storage 

underground (OL10_boundaryorganisation, OL21_science&education). While all of these strategies 

strengthen and embed the established wind energy activities, other strategies potentially endanger 

the stability of Oldenburg’s wind energy transition: In order to be more independent of the uncertain 
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political framework conditions in Germany, firms from Oldenburg increasingly expand their activities 

geographically and explore new markets elsewhere.  

“We observe that many competitors, but also producers, position themselves stronger abroad or 
expand their portfolio with other value-added steps and technologies. There are the same 
developments that we have seen a couple of years ago: The solar sector has broken down, you 
cannot save that any more. But also biogas is […] looking for alternatives. […] These deviations that 
we know from other sectors are now also affecting wind energy. […]” 
(OL23_owners,operators&utilities) 

All these activities show that agents are well able to cope with the challenges of the fragile new order. 

At the same time, the observed coping strategies may potentially weaken Oldenburg’s wind energy 

transition. Similarly, the high spatial reach may start endangering the local industry, while at the same 

time, the high level of available knowledge and expertise in wind energy that is available in the region 

still backs up Oldenburg’s position, and the global industry may continue to rely on this knowledge. 

Still, the globalising industry forces the region to reconsider its role. All the above-mentioned strategies 

form part of the formation of a new role for the region. 

“Now we have this issue, based on the changed policy framework and the tendering system, we 
don’t have a lot of projects going forward. It is noticeable that there is a dent. Not a lot of new 
projects are coming in. Thus, things have shifted a bit for us [away from the region].” (OL25_service) 

At the same time, wind energy in Oldenburg continues to rely on strong linkages between various 

agents. Particularly the informal dynamics facilitate new collaborations, also in response to changing 

circumstances.  

We can conclude that the fragile new order in Oldenburg results from the three preceding phases, but 

also comes with completely new challenges and dynamics. On the one hand, the seemingly established 

institutionalisation starts to crumble as actors find alternative strategies to cope with the difficult 

political framework conditions. On the other hand, informal relations in particular remain reliable 

structures to maintain a high level of activity in the region. Even though the region is apparently well 

prepared for a new transition wave, the current dynamics in the wind sector clearly illustrate how 

fragile and uncertain the further energy transition is. 

5.5 Discussion of the case study 

The empirical account of the Oldenburg region illustrates the dynamics that characterise different 

phases of energy transitions. In the initiation phase, we find few agents who initiate first wind energy 

projects. Contrary to the theoretical expectations, these are already well connected via informal, 

personal relations: most of them emerge around a university that frames their common interests. 

While the spatial reach is very restricted here, it increases in the expansion phase. Both agents and 

technologies mushroom, prove themselves and form a promising, politically supported niche. 
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Boundary organisations start to structure and institutionalise linkages, and the emergent stability is 

further backed up in the consolidation phase. Wind energy has become an established sector, and the 

region of Oldenburg holds a leading position. Agents cooperate not only on their core topics, but start 

crossing professional and sectoral borders to increase the reach of their technologies. The spatial reach 

also increases further to include not only national, but also international partners and markets. Finally, 

in the fragile new order, we find the expected signs of complacency and uncertainty. In the established 

sector and with ceasing political support, the value added of large institutional structures is being 

questioned. Actors fall back on personal networks which they have established in the previous phases, 

but also seek certainty outside the regional and sectoral settings. While this may endanger the regional 

structures, the current impression is that particularly the established personal networks and the 

unagitated way of coping with structural change provide a good basis for the future of the Oldenburg 

region. This underlines that the fragile new order phase is decisive of whether a new transition wave 

is triggered or not, and that even a well prepared region may struggle at this stage. 

Table 2 summarises the key findings from the case study in Oldenburg according to our framework.  
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Agents Institutions 

Initiation Driving actors and activities: 
- Few visionaries 

- Personal relationships especially 
originating from university shape the 
regional sector development  

Socio-technical coevolution: 
- Wind energy not taken seriously, 

university’s activities in RE 
research regarded as marginal 

Space and scalarity: 
- RE research is a welcome niche to focus on for a small university with limited resources 

Expansion Driving actors and activities: 
- Emergence of manifold actors 
- Creation of boundary 

organisations  

- RE network facilitates a more structured 
integration of regional agents  

Socio-technical coevolution: 
- Wind energy as a promising niche 

Space and scalarity: 
- Regional agents have accumulated know-how which they begin to apply nationwide 

Consolidation Driving actors and activities: 
- Formerly resisting incumbents like 

energy providers now have in-
house expertise in RE 

- Sector accepted as fundamental part of 
the energy system of the future with 
strong political support  stability 

Socio-technical coevolution: 
- Wind energy seen as part of 

regime 
- Increasing focus on 

interorganisational and 
interdisciplinary cooperation 

Space and scalarity: 
- Use of wind technology has diffused nationally and globally, region seen as vanguard in 

technology  
Fragile new order Driving actors and activities: 

- Some actors disengage from 
regional networks 

- Established collaborative regional 
culture makes it easier for regional firms 
to adapt 

-  Regional network loses focus 
 Informal contacts gain importance 

against formal structures again Socio-technical coevolution: 
- Regional firms seek better 

integration with other sectors to 
improve resilience and explore 
new technologies and markets 

Space and scalarity: 
- Oldenburg appears able to retain its role as centre of excellence in wind research, but is 

simultaneously endangered by shifts away from regional and technological focus. 

Table 2: Phases of wind energy transition in Oldenburg 
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6 Discussion and Conclusions 

This paper claims that we need to put social dynamics at the centre of attention if we want to 

understand the socio-technical nature of energy transitions properly. It suggests a framework that 

draws upon established phase models and interprets them with a special focus on agents, institutions 

and spatial dynamics. In particular, we claim that the emerging order is not necessarily a safe and 

stable new system, but can be understood better as a ‘fragile new order’ that may either support new 

transition dynamics or not, as the novelty fades and political support ceases – depending on the actor 

constellation and on the occurring dynamics. Agents and institutions shape the different phases of the 

process differently, whereby the importance of agents seems to decrease slightly as the 

institutionalisation of new technologies and actor constellations offers an alternative coordination 

mechanism. In the course of time, institutions take over part of the coordination process previously 

fulfilled by agents. The regional institutional arrangement hence reassembles, forming a new 

temporary equilibrium. In the fragile new order, however, these institutions may not fit the new 

dynamics of a more established industry and changing framework conditions. Therefore, informal 

connections regain importance: they stabilise the environment and prevent agents from moving away 

from the region and out of the sector. At the same time, the spatial reach of the activities widens in 

line with increasing institutionalisation. While many companies maintain their stable base in the 

original location, the diffusion of their technologies allows entering new markets and targeting new 

customer groups. 

Regarding the outlined fragile new order, there are three key factors that determine its inherent 

character: (1) The recently introduced technological solutions are increasingly perceived as mature and 

lose their novelty appeal. This means that political support as well as the buzz around the involved 

technologies decreases. (2) Established agents as well as consumers may experience complacency in 

the face of progress already made. There is the expectation that the process will continue anyway. This 

may, however, go along with decreasing engagement and hence slow down the transition. (3) A tipping 

point occurs from which the transition may or may not proceed depending on the institutional 

arrangements and on how the regional agents cope with them. This open nature of the fragile new 

order underlines its special importance and why it deserves particular attention even though the 

technology is well advanced and seems to be established at the time. 

From the conducted analysis, we can draw several conclusions. For scholarly research, we have 

particularly underlined the importance of social dynamics in understanding regional socio-technical 

change. Technological evolution goes along with changing relations between agents and institutions, 

the technologies’ spatial reach changes, as well as the networks agents are organised in. It is important 
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to understand the involved phase dynamics and essential to analyse them beyond apparent 

stabilisation. 

Second, for policymakers, our findings highlight the danger of ceasing political support as the novelty 

of a technology fades. The time needed for a transition process to stabilise should not be 

underestimated. We have shown that decreasing political support questions seemingly established 

structures to an extent that may endanger their existence, and in this sense causes unintended 

consequences that imperil the investments made before to shape these structures. This means that 

when relatively new but dominant sectors in a region enter into a phase of consolidation and fragility, 

policy should not yet withdraw, but ought to devise strategies of continuous support. Adaptability and 

flexibility are crucial in tailoring this support to the specific situation. 

While the findings in Oldenburg are in line with the framework suggested in this paper, for a more 

general assessment, it is necessary to conduct further studies. There is ample need for further 

research: The investigation of more regions could help to differentiate between particular regional 

dynamics and general phase-related dynamics. By comparing different regions to each other, inter-

regional dynamics could also be considered. Moreover, cross-country comparisons would help to 

understand better the role of extra-regional context conditions and their interplay with the dynamics 

in the investigated locations. Finally, a more detailed investigation of the different adaptive strategies 

that agents apply in the fragile new order may help to develop more appropriate explanations and 

political responses to said dynamics.  
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